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ABSTRACT: With the diversification of material types, due to the requirements of strength and high

hardness and at the same time with the need to increase their processing speed, it was necessary to design and

implement new processing technologies to ensure the obtaining of parts with appropriate mechanical

properties, with a complex shape, with many surfaces and the use of tools suitable for them. The continuous

development of science and technology, the extraordinary rise of scientific research in all fields of activity,

have led, over time, to the emergence of many methods and procedures for solving practical problems that

mankind's need to always have something newer, better, put them in front of specialists.
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Processing methods are divided

into 2 main categories: [1]

- classical, traditional, having been  in

operation for a long time, both in our

country and abroad;

- unconventional technologies that are

defined as non - classical (non -

traditional), which are not currently used,

with  a new nature of the technological

process compared to the processes

already used. Often, the beginnings of

applying these methods are related to

leading industries such as the military,

aeronautics or space.

Another definition of the term of

non-traditional technology is related to its

practical application and thus the

technologies considered unconventional

are those based, in essence, on increasing

the energy available in the processing

area to facilitate processing by a classical

method or on the adoption of new

principles, fundamentally different from

the classical ones.

The limits of the classical

processing methods come from the

conditions imposed by the mode of

transmission of the processing energy by

means of the mechanical contact between

the object to be processed and the transfer

object: [1, 2, 3]

• the need for the transfer object to

be harder than the object to be processed;

• the rigidity of the transfer object

and the object to be processed must be

adequate to the mechanical forces that

occur during processing;

• the object to be processed must

not exclusively  show fragile breakage;

• the transfer object should be able

to  cover the surface of the transfer object

gradually, in successive strips and layers,

if the operation is a splinting one, etc.

Unconventional procedures are

applicable where traditional methods

become economically unsatisfactory or

even impossible to apply:

• for processing parts made of

materials with exceptional properties

(hardness, brittleness, corrosion

resistance, etc.)

• for processing with working

parameters at the limit: very low speeds,

very low or very high temperatures, very

low or very high pressures and powers;

• processing at very small or very

large sizes;

• processing that requires very strict

precision and roughness;
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• surfaces to be processed with

complex configurations, difficult or

impossible to obtain otherwise.

Dimensional processing has a

significant weight in the construction of

machines because the objects produced

by casting, plastic deformation,

splintering, etc. get their real surface

through one of these procedures.

At conventional processing,

material removal is performed through

the direct action of an energetic tool,

which will act on the material subject to

processing (figure 1).

plastic deformation                                                     splintering

Fig. 1. Diagrams of conventional processing in principle

If for the case of splintering the

material removal can be done in the form

of slivers, for plastic deformation a

material transfer or a modification of the

shape and geometry of the subassembly

subject to processing through the action

of a plastic deformation force is

performed.

In the case of unconventional

processing, of processing with

concentrated energies, the energy source

acts by means of kinetic, thermal or

mechanical energy on the material, the

generation of the form being possible

through additional translational or

rotational movements.

Fig. 2. Processing with electric or chemical field

When processing with electric or

chemical field (figure 2) it is observed

that the energy source is of a mainly

electrical and / or chemical nature,

obtaining the removal of material in the

form of microparticles of vapor state that
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will be in suspension  in the liquid

medium or material chemically or

electrochemically dissolved in suspension

in the liquid medium, material in a

molten or oxidized state that is located on

the surface of the crater that is formed.

[4,5,6]

Fig. 3. Processing with microparticles

In the case of microparticle

processing (Figure 3) it is observed that

the energy source acts on the material by

means of particles of ionic, photonic or

molecular nature which, accelerated at a

high speed, act on the material, causing a

strong vaporization of the material grains

from its surface by colliding with it This

results in a jet of reactive gases, an

amount of material discharged in the

form of particles of molten material, and

on the surface subjected to processing a

thermal hardening of the material occurs

as a result of its very rapid cooling from

the melting temperature to that of the

environment.[4,5,6]

Fig. 4. Processing with microparticles

When processing with particles of

sub-millimeter or millimeter dimensions

(figure 4) it is observed that the energetic

source is kinetic in nature and it is

composed of particles in suspension

within energetically activated fluid

mediums by introducing into them a flow

motion with a low, medium or high

speed. The transgranular or intergranular

breakage of the material is thus obtained

on the surface of the material as a result

of the collision of the fluid medium

and/or of the particles with the material,

forming an energetic jet with detached

material and a slight mechanical

hardening of the surface. [4,5,6].
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CONCLUSIONS

The evolution of these

technologies is often rapid and is

followed by the introduction of new

achievements in production, following

the ever-increasing diversity of new

materials used in machine construction.

Worldwide, unconventional

technologies began to be applied during

World War II and especially after it, so

for about 50 years. At present, in the

global industry, the share of

unconventional technologies is about 15-

25% of the total applied technologies and

in Romania this share is about 3-4%. The

evolution of these technologies is often

rapid and is followed by the introduction

of new achievements in production,

following the ever-increasing diversity of

new materials used in machine

construction.
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